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Abstract

questions related to color image quality: How do we
optimize the color image quality delivered by our products?
How do we judge color image quality? What does a good
image look like? What are the best values in the color look
up tables (LUT)? Are our products better than our
competitor’s? Is the extra cost of using a particular
technology justified in terms of increased quality? These
questions are not easy ones, and we do not aspire to provide
a straightforward recipe for answering them all here. It is,
however, our hope that this paper can be a help in pointing
out some of the important factors, and emphasize the need
for conscious decisions about color image quality.
One of the conclusions that was drawn during the MFP
1
Focus Group Sessions in Chicago in June, 2000 was that
one of the most important deciding factors when customers
compare different MFPs before buying, is the color image
quality of the demonstration prints. Being able to produce
images of high quality is therefore very important. And to
make this happen, it is important to be able to evaluate and
quantify color image quality.
After a brief description, in the next section, of what an
MFP is and how it is created, we give an overview of the
concept of color image quality. In the following section we
describe a color image quality evaluation experiment, and
finally we discuss the results and draw some conclusions.

Color image quality is becoming an increasingly important
factor in the consumer imaging industry. Users of imaging
devices such as Multi-Function Peripherals (MFP) have
increasing expectations to the quality of the reproduced
images. In this paper we address the subject of color image
quality from a practical point of view, and from the point of
view of a provider of imaging technology for consumer
MFPs. We show how the notion of color image quality is
ultimately tied to the preferences of the end users. Because
of this, practical quality evaluation experiments involving a
panel of human observers is a very useful tool to quantify
color image quality. As an illustration, we then describe a
color image quality evaluation experiment, which was
carried out in order to benchmark the copy function of two
MFP devices.

Introduction
In the last two decades we have seen the field of digital
color imaging emerging from specialized scientific
applications, into being a part of the daily lives of most
people in industrialized countries. Broadcast television,
computers, newspapers and magazines, are just a few
examples of technologies and media relying heavily on
digital color imaging.
The increased use of color has brought with it new
challenges and problems for the imaging technology
providers. People’s quality requirements have increased
considerably. Just a few years ago, a computer system
capable of producing 256 different colors on the display
was more than enough for most users, while today,
practically all computers that are sold have true color
capabilities, being able to produce 16.7 million colors.
Within the market segment known as consumer imaging,
the transition from black and white to color has been very
rapid in the last couple of years. Now, it would be difficult
to purchase a black and white desktop scanner or inkjet
printer.
Color image quality is thus becoming an increasingly
important factor in the consumer imaging industry. Users of
imaging devices such as MFPs have increasing expectations
to the quality of the reproduced images. A company
providing imaging technology is then faced with several

MFP Technology Background
For the sake of the example, we consider here the following
typical business scenario. A company desires to produce
and sell an MFP. After having done the necessary market
research, established the desired specifications, etc., it then
assembles the MFP from parts purchased from different
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM); the scanner
system from one company, the print engine from another,
the controller chip, the firmware, the software, the color
look-up tables (LUT), etc., from yet other companies. Of
course, one company might deliver several of these
components, or the first company might do everything in
house, but typically, several companies are involved in this
process.
The controller chip has several functions in the device,
such as communicating with the I/O-devices, and
performing the different image processing algorithms
required for color copy. Particularly relevant to the subject
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In recent years, the concept of image quality has
received quite much attention within the imaging science
and technology community. In particular, the subject has
been extensively discussed at the PICS conferences.5–11 But
still, image quality often receives a rather stepmotherly
treatment in the industry — probably because of its some
what awkward position between subjectivity and objectiv
ity.7 The concept of quality, typically defined in dictionaries
as ‘degree of excellence’ is inherently a subjective entity.
An engineer and scientist, however, generally prefers to
deal with objective quantities, backed by scientific
evidence.
On the web site of a major French consumer electronics
retailer, a formula for the image quality of a printer was
given approximately as follows: Image quality = Resolution
x Color Depth. This is an example of another common
misconception regarding image quality — its oversimpli
fication. There are indeed many factors that contribute to
the quality of an image, such as spatial resolution, color
depth, the ”nesses” (sharpness, naturalness, colorfulness,
etc.), and visual artifacts (banding, streaking, grain, block
ing, mottle, moiré, etc.). There exist an ongoing effort to
standardize the definitions of these and other image quality
factors, as well as their assessment methodology, see for
example a recent paper by Grice and Allebach.12 Further
discussion of this topic is, however, beyond the scope of
this paper.
We will therefore proceed to a discussion of color
image quality factors with direct relevance to the creation of
color LUTs, such as the uniformity of color gradations
(sweeps), and color reproduction accuracy. We then des
cribe the measurement of color differences such as ∆E*ab as
a tool to quantify color quality, in particular we discuss the
limitations of this approach. Finally, based on the realiza
tion that the ultimate definition of color image quality is
what the end users prefer, we present a very important way
to quantify color image quality in practice—to perform
quality evaluation experiments with several human
observers.

of this paper is the function color conversion, which is
typically based on 1D and 3D LUTs (Figure 1). Different
LUTs are needed for different operations such as color
copy, print from host, color fax, etc. Optimization of the
LUTs using techniques such as colorimetric device
characterization2–4 is an important step towards achieving
high color image quality in the final product.
According to the principles of color management, the
content of the LUTs depends on the actual I/O-devices that
is being used for a given MFP, but as we will see, also on a
great deal of more or less subjective judgements concerning
color image quality. The focus of this paper will be on the
aspects of color image quality that are influenced by the
color conversion, in particular on the actual content of the
LUTs.

Figure 1. Simplified flowchart of the color copy operation in
ViewAhead’s MFC2000 MFP controller chip. The color LUTs are
optimized to achieve the best color image quality in the copied
image.

Color Image Quality Factors
The content of the color LUTs that define the different
color conversions is of particular importance to the color
image quality of an MFP. Here, we pay special attention to
the color copy function, which typically require a color
conversion from the RGB color space proper to the scanner,
to the CMYK color space of the printer. To a certain extent,
the content of the relevant LUTs is determined by the
hardware, but it is important to realize that there is a large
room for variation, and that many parameters, design
criteria, and trade-offs should be considered.
For example, it is impossible for the device
manufacturer to control which media the end user will use
with the device, in particular the paper type used for
printing. It is common industry practice to categorize paper
into a few classes, such as plain paper, coated paper, and
glossy paper, to provide specific LUTs for each of these
classes, and to expect the end user to specify the right paper

Color Image Quality
As mentioned in the introduction, color image quality is of
very high importance in a digital imaging device such as an
MFP. For a manufacturer of imaging technology it is
therefore important to be able to quantify color image
quality. Potential uses of quantifiable data on color image
quality include:
• Tradeoff analysis of speed and implementation cost
versus color image quality in image processing
algorithm development.
• Benchmarking of imaging systems and algorithms to
other vendor’s products.
• Documentation of color image quality improvements
resulting from efforts spent on optimization of image
processing algorithms.
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measurements, a color target with several uniformly colored
patches should be used. Simple statistical measures such as
maximum and average color differences are then typically
used as an indication of the color quality. Note that newer
formulae for color difference are slowly replacing the ∆E*ab,
18
the most recent one being CIEDE2000.
A very helpful resource for such color quality evalua
19
tion is the Microsoft Windows Color Quality Test Kit. This
freely available kit contains descriptive documents, test
targets and images, as well as tools for the calculation of
color differences, for several different color imaging
devices. Typically the goal is for the devices to commun
20,21
icate images using the sRGB color space.
If certain
criteria, in particular in terms of average color difference,
are not met, the device does not receive Microsoft’s
certification — the ’designed for Windows’ logo.
As a final note on color quality evaluation through
color difference measurements, we would like to remark
that the numbers should be used with care. Although being
a very good indicator for color quality, minimizing the
average and maximum color differences does not guarantee
optimal results in terms of perceived color image quality.
For example, colors that are not in the evaluation target
might be important. Another factor that limits this approach
15
is gamut mapping. Because of the differences in color
gamut between different devices and technologies, a
colorimetrically exact reproduction is rarely optimal.

type in a user interface to the device. But unfortunately
there are also significant variations of the reproduced color
13
between different papers within the same class.
The two quality factors of a color LUT that are
probably the most important can be labelled as “correct
ness” and “smoothness.” Correctness obviously means that
the LUT should contain the right colors, but to define
exactly what those right colors should be is not that easy.
Typical goals for an MFP are that the colors of a
reproduction should be exactly the same as in the original,
and that what you see on the monitor is what you get printed
out on paper. However, because of limitations in the printer
color gamut it is mostly impossible to achieve this
correctness for all colors—trade-offs must be done. It is for
example of particular importance that colors that are neutral
gray in the original remain neutral in the reproduction. Skin
tones are also very important to reproduce correctly.
Smoothness means that there should be no abrupt steps
in the LUTs — the values should vary smoothly in the
entire LUT. Violating this typically leads to visual artifacts
such as banding and ’false contours,’ especially visible in
so-called color ramps (also known as gradations or sweeps).
These typically occur in backgrounds of business graphics,
14
but also in natural scenes, see Figure 2. Olson has
discussed this issue. Especially when the gamut differences
are large, it is necessary to perform a trade-off between
correctness and smoothness. A good gamut mapping
15
algorithm need to consider this tradeoff.

Color Quality in Practice — Customer Preference
In slight contrast with the traditional definition of
quality as ’degree of excellence’, the standardized definition
of quality in ISO 9000 refers to all those features of a
22
product (or service) which are required by the customer.
Color image quality is what the customer wants! The typical
challenge an imaging company is faced with is how to
optimize certain technology variables so as to maximize the
color image quality as judged by the customer — this is
represented by the thick arrow in Figure 3.
Figure 2. A natural color image processed through two different
ICC profiles. Banding artifacts due to a ”bad” profile, are
apparent in the background of the left picture. (Illustration
14
courtesy of Olson .)

Color Difference Measurements
One means of evaluating color quality is through the
measurement of color differences between the actual repro
duction and a preferred color reproduction. The preferred
color reproduction typically relates to an original document
when evaluating color copy, the colors as they appear on the
monitor for a typical “WYSIWYG” evaluation, or specific
colors of which the color reproduction is particularly
important for a given reproduction.
The color differences are typically measured in terms of
∆E*ab — the Euclidean distance between two colors in the
16,17
CIELAB color space. Since natural images rarely contain
sufficiently uniform areas to allow consistent color

Figure 3. The Image Quality Circle. The desired mapping between
the technology variables and the customer’s perception of quality
is sought to be found through a three-level approach — system
models, visual algorithms, and image quality models. Adapted
23
from Engeldrum.
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In practice, the way this often works in an OEM
customer relationship, is that you try something and present
it to the customer. If the customer accepts, you’re OK, but if
not, you’ll have to try to understand what the customer
means by for example ”the reds are no good” and start the
loop again. This is a very time-consuming and potentially
frustrating procedure.
The ideal situation would be if there existed a formula
mapping the technology variables you are trying to
optimize, to a quantification of color image quality. Much
research effort is being spent on this task, see for example
23
the book of Engeldrum, but we feel that so far, the
proposed solutions are not ready for industrial ’prime time.’
Ultimately, color quality is a question of preference.
Some people tend to prefer “warmer” colors than other, for
example. American movies are generally much more
colorful than British ones. The same printer is sold with
different color profiles in Japan and USA. Knowing this, the
challenge is to enable the optimization of the various LUTs
and parameters that influence the color reproduction
without relying too heavily on the personal preferences of
the color engineer who is doing the work of creating the
LUTs and optimizing the image processing parameters.
A very important tool to this end is to perform
psychophysical experiments with a set of human observers.
The observers are asked questions relating to the quality of
images reproduced using different technologies, algorithms,
and/or parameters, and the answers are analyzed
statistically, as described in the next section.

Figure 4. The three images used in the experiment. Top: I1, a test
target provided by an MFP manufacturer. Left: I2, a composite
image created using SCID24 images, printed on a continuous-tone
Fujix Pictography printer. Right: I3, a mixed-content page taken
from a magazine.

Experimental Results
In this section we present the results of a color image
quality evaluation experiment which was carried out in
order to benchmark two MFP devices from different manu
facturers. We were particularly interested in the quality of
the LUTs used for color conversion in the copy function.
A color image quality evaluation experiment was
carried out. It involved 7 observers. Each observer was
asked to evaluate 21 printed images. The images were 3
originals (Figure 4), and each of these were copied on 2
different MFP devices at 3 different quality levels (draft
mode on plain paper, normal mode on plain paper, and
normal mode on glossy paper). The images were labeled
using codes of the form IN-K, where N = 1, 2, 3 refers to the
motif/original image, while K = 0 refers to the different
copy methods described above.
For each of three questions (Table 1) representing three
quality factors (The pleasantness of the colors, Overall
Image Quality, and color match to the original), they were
asked to pick one answer out of seven alternatives:
Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Neither/Nor, Poor, Very
Poor.
The images were viewed under Cool White Fluorescent
light, using a GretagMacbeth SpectraLight 3 light box.

Table 1. Questions asked to the observers.
Q1: How would you characterize the pleasantness of the
colors of this print?
Q2: How would you characterize the overall image quality
of this print?
Q3: Identifying prints I1-0, I2-0 and I3-0 as originals, and
the other prints with the same motif as copies, how good
would you say the color match is between original and
copies?
All samples were compared blindly. No apriori
knowledge of print technology, quality modes, or paper
types were given to the observers. For Q1 and Q2 they were
explicitly asked not to consider whether a print was an
original or a copy, while for Q3 the original prints were
identified. The images were presented in a consistent
pseudorandom sequence, and the observers were allowed to
make corrections/revisions to their answers during the
procedure.
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quantify color image quality. However, to do so is not a
trivial task, since ultimately, quality is defined as what the
customer wants. Unfortunately, as of today there are no
analytical techniques that can quantify color image quality
in this context. It is therefore necessary to rely on
experiments involving real observers, and such experiments
has been shown to be very useful in the product
development process.
However, it is clear that such experiments are relatively
time consuming. Definitively, Yendrikhovskij7 hits the nail
on the head when he states that ”most studies on image
quality employ subjective assessment with only one goal —
to avoid it in the future.” Therefore results from ongoing
research toward analytical models for color image quality is
eagerly anticipated. An example of such research is the
development of metrics for color differences between
complex images.25,26 However, a device or algorithm that
takes any image as input, and provides a number that
pefectly quantifies its color image quality as output, is still
probably many, many years away.
As a final note, we mention that in practice, in the MFP
imaging industry, color image quality is not primarily
judged by the end user. Typically, the color LUTs are
produced by an OEM, and it is representatives from the
company that produces the MFP who decide when the
quality of the color LUTs is acceptable. Unfortunately, their
preferences do not necessarily match those of the end
users...

To analyze the observer ratings, each of the possible
answers was assigned an Image Quality Score value,
ranging from 0 for Excellent, to 6 for Very Poor. We report
in Table 2 and Figure 5 the average IQ scores for each
device/mode, along with an attempt to interpret these results
on a scale from Excellent to Very Poor.
Table 2. Color Image Quality Evaluation Experimental
Results
Q1: Color Pleasantness
Device#1 Plain Draft
Device#2 Plain Draft
Device#1 Plain Normal
Device#2 Plain Normal
Device#1 Glossy Normal
Device#2 Glossy Normal
Q2: Overall Image Quality
Device#1 Plain Draft
Device#2 Plain Draft
Device#1 Plain Normal
Device#2 Plain Normal
Device#1 Glossy Normal
Device#2 Glossy Normal
Q3: Color Match
Device#1 Plain Draft
Device#2 Plain Draft
Device#1 Plain Normal
Device#2 Plain Normal
Device#1 Glossy Normal
Device#2 Glossy Normal

Score
3.67
3.67
3.11
2.50
1.89
2.00
Score
4.33
3.94
3.28
2.67
1.94
2.50
Score
2.72
3.17
3.00
2.56
1.94
2.39

Rank
5
5
4
3
1
2
Rank
6
5
4
3
1
2
Rank
5
5
4
3
1
2

Category
Neutral
Neutral
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Category
Neutral
Neutral
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Category
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
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Comparing the two devices, we see that for glossy
paper and normal quality, Device#1 gives better quality,
while for plain paper and normal quality, Device#2
outperforms Device#1. In draft mode, Device#2 has better
overall image quality, Device#1 has better color match,
while the color pleasantness is judged to be approximately
equal on the two devices.
If we analyze the results per quality mode, we see that
as expected, for normal mode, glossy paper gives better
quality than plain paper, and for plain paper, normal mode
is better than draft mode. One exception to this is the color
match of Device#1, which is better for draft mode than for
normal mode plain paper.
From the results, we can also conclude that there is
more correlation between color pleasantness and overall
image quality, than between color match and overall image
quality, that is, to achieve high image quality, it is more
important to aim for pleasing colors than colors that match
the original.
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